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accounts. Records of student group accounts are not allowed to be released without the UAP's consent. Kessler said that he was within his legal rights to distribute the information and that he broke no UA rules. Christley challenges that channel this attention into greater student interest and participation.

Kessler said that he was within his legal rights to distribute the information and that he broke no UA rules. Christley challenges that the Bush Fund account was so similar to student association accounts, including being kept in the same database, it should be governed by the same disclosure rules. However, the letter stated that Kessler, Juvkam-Wold, and Kirtley "believe the Bush Fund to be very different than all of the other student accounts" in that it should not be kept private.

Godfrey said he appreciates the fact that the Bush Fund is public knowledge, but he stressed that it should be up to the current UAP to disclose the individual expenditures. Although the entire controversy has resulted in some negative publicity for the UA, Godfrey said it will have some good results. It brought attention to the UA, and he hopes to channel this attention into greater student interest and participation.

Godfrey expects the executive committee to meet today to discuss the resignation and the current Finboard situation.
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Legal problems? I am an experienced attorney and a graduate of MIT who will work with you to solve your legal problems. My office is conveniently located in downtown Boston, just minutes from MIT via the MBTA. If your problem involves high tech law, consumer or business law, family law, real estate, accidents or consumer or business law, family law, real estate, accidents or...